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Abstract 

In the recent discussion on productivity and how to foster it, the role of wage dispersion as determinant of 

workers productivity attracted much attention. But, what are the determinant of wage dispersion? In this 

paper, we analyze a very specific determinant of wage dispersion: job-to-job labor mobility. We focus on a 

geographically limited labor market and we represent the firms operating in such context as a “labor 

mobility network”. The latter can be formally defined as a binary directed graph where vertices indicate 

firms and links represent transfers of workers between firms. Some firms will be connected to each others, 

others will be disconnected. Since the firm’s position in the network (more or less central and close to 

other firms) is strictly connected with opportunities of knowledge transfers and good quality matches, its 

position could also be associated to intra-firm wage dispersion. Using 1990-2001 Veneto (a region of Italy) 

matched firm-worker data, we empirically test the existence of this association. We find the central 

positions in the network structure are positively associated with intra-firm wage dispersion.  
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1. Introduction 

In the recent discussion on productivity and how to foster it, the role of wage dispersion attracted much 

attention. Literature agrees on the potential influence of the pay systems on workers’ productivity (Lazear 

and Rosen, 1981; Akerlof and Yellen, 1988; Levine, 1991; Milgrom and Robers, 1990) and a growing 

empirical literature is devoted to analyzing the relationship between wage dispersion and firm performance 

(e.g. Eriksson, 1999; Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller, 1999; Hibbs and Locking, 2000; Martins, 2008). But 

what are the determinants of wage dispersion? In this paper, we analyze a very specific determinant of 

wage dispersion: job-to-job labor mobility. Wage dispersion and job-to-job transitions have both been 

studied extensively and important insights have been gained on both questions. But, the link among them 

involves many aspects, not all fully analyzed. Thus, we focus on the empirical links between labor mobility 

network and intra firm wage dispersion. 

In a competitive environment, wage dispersion would be the consequence of individuals having different 

levels of innate productive skills, education, work experience, or other forms of human capital. But, 

empirical studies show that over a half of the observed wage variation cannot be accounted by the 

observable worker characteristics (Mortensen, 2005, for a review). Alternatively,  models of frictional labor 

markets suggest that ex ante homogeneous individuals may end up earning different wages because of the 

search frictions present in the market (Mortensen, 2005). One line of research (e.g., Butters, 1977; Burdett 

and Judd,1983; Mortensen, 1991; Burdett and Mortensen, 1998; Bontemps et al., 2000; Postel-Vinay and 

Robin, 2002; Cahucet al., 2006; Hornstein, Krusell, and Violante, 2009; Hagedorn and Manovskii, 2010) has 

determined conditions under which dispersion in wage policy is the only equilibrium outcome in the labor 

market with search frictions even if all employers and employees are identical in their productivity. 

According with another line of research (e.g., Dimond,1982; Mortensen, 1982; Pissarides,1985, 2000; 

Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994), workers and firms bargain over match surplus implied by search frictions 

and this implies wage dispersion given productivity dispersion across worker-employer matches. At firm 

level, wage dispersion can be also due to the existence of monetary incentives and may influence firm 

performance in terms of profit or value added (Lazear and Rosen 1981;  Lazear, 1989;). Fairness 

considerations and rent-seeking activities may also impact on wage dispersion in the firm (Akerlof and 

Yellen, 1990; Levine, 1991; Milgrom, 1988; Milgrom and Roberts, 1990).  

The presence of search frictions can also easily explain job-to-job movements. In particular, search on the 

job is the premise of job to job mobility, aiming to find a suitable and better match than the present one, 

allowing wage gains for the workers, productivity gains for the firms and firm competition. (Parsons, 1973; 

Jovanovic, 1979;Burdett, 1978; Mortensen, 1986;  Blau, 1992; Mortensen, 1994; Pissarides, 1994; Burdett 

and Mortensen, 1998; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1999; Barlevy, 2002; Shimer, 2005; Cahuc et al. 2006; 

Jolivet, Postel-Vinay, and Robin, 2006;Nagypál, 2008; Jolivet, 2009).
1
  

The phenomenon of job-to-job movements of workers is also important within the knowledge 

dissemination theories. According them, knowledge exchange comes about through direct contact of 

people (informal communication, cooperation, training, acquiring of people or groups of people) and, 

therefore, job-to-job movements lead to inter-firm knowledge transfer (Cooper, 2000; Franco and Filson, 

                                                        
1
 Literature also focused on the extension and the determinants of job-to-job transitions, among the others see Hall (1982), Black 

(1981), Pissarides and Wadsworth (1994), Keith and McWilliams (1999), Boeri (1999), Stewart (2002), Lazear and Oyer (2004), 

Fallick and Fleischman (2004), and Nagypal (2006). Note also the phenomenon of job-to-job mobility of workers in general has also 

been explored within the human capital theories (Becker, 1962, 1964). 
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2000; Fosfuri and Rønde, 2003; Fallick et al., 2004; Combes and Duranton, 2005; Jaffe et al., 1993; Almeida 

and Kogut 1999). Supposing that both the employer and the employees become aware of the potential 

knowledge exchange that may take place in case of a successful match, better-quality match translates into 

higher earnings for the employees and higher productivity for the firm (Nedelkoska and Noseleit, 2008).
2
 

Matches having different quality translate in wage dispersion.  

If we consider a geographically limited labor market, we can represent the firms operating in such context 

as a “labor mobility network”. The latter can be formally defined as a binary directed graph where vertices 

indicate firms and links represent transfers of workers between firms (Gianelle, 2011).  Some firms will be 

connected to others; some firms will be disconnected. The firm’s position in the network (more or less 

central and close to other firms) is probably strictly connected with opportunities of knowledge transfers 

and good quality matches. In this case, its position could also be linked to the intra-firm wage dispersion. 

For example, we could suppose that the more the firm’s position is central, the larger number of good 

quality matches are achieved (the higher is the number of high paid workers), the better is the quality of 

these matches (the higher re the wages of the high-paid workers), and the higher is the intra firm wage 

dispersion. Indeed, this is only an hypothesis, but it can be tested empirically and this is focus of this paper.      

Building on the research summarized above, we set out to empirically investigate whether intra firm wage 

dispersion can be linked to the firm position in the labor mobility network. Using 1990-2001 matched firm-

worker data from the Veneto private sector enable us to register intra firm wage dispersion and  workers 

movement between firms. Veneto is an highly industrialized Nuts-2 Italian region that ranks among the 

most developed and densely populated regions of Europe. During the period under analysis, the Veneto 

labor market has been characterized by a positive rate of job creation in both manufacturing and services, 

and by almost frictional unemployment, accompanied by high labor mobility, with worker turnover 

comparable to Anglo-Saxon countries. The economic activities are widespread over the entire territory. 

But, there is also evidence of spatial agglomeration pivoted around a plurality of small and medium urban 

centres and industrial districts (Brusco, 1986; Becattini et al., 1990; Tattara and Anastasia, 2003) indicating 

that a large number of firms are indeed interconnected. For all these reasons, Veneto represents an 

interesting area to perform our analysis. 

We compute both a conditional intra-firm wage dispersion indicator (Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller, 1999) 

and a centrality measure of the firm position in the network (Ophals, 2010). Then, we econometrically test 

for a possible relationship between intra firm wage dispersion and its position in the labor mobility network 

controlling for firm specific effects (Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller, 1999). 

Our work’ contribution to the literature goes beyond factual finding for a specific Italian region. Thus, our 

unique data enable us to present what we believe is presently most detailed and robust, through still not 

conclusive, empirical evidence consistent with the importance of the firm’s position in labor mobility 

network to determine intra firm wage dispersion. In particular, we find evidence of a positive relation 

between central positions and high wage dispersion. In our view, this empirical evidence is able to widen 

the scope of the literature on wage dispersion and job-to-job mobility creating a bridge between different 

literatures. Finally, a better understanding of the determinants of wage dispersion can be used to better 

design policies aimed to improve firm productivity. 

                                                        
2
 If a better-quality match results in higher productivity this may well be due to the higher complementarity of knowledge and 

competence of the both sides. This would mean that matches resulting from voluntary mobility are more likely to result in a higher 

utilization of the knowledge possessed by the worker, or in other words, higher knowledge transmission. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss how to measure the firm’s 

position in the network. In Section 3, we present the basic empirical model that we employ to estimate the 

relationship between intra firm wage dispersion and labor mobility networks. Section 4 describes our data. 

The regression results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.   

 

3. A measure of the firm’s position in the network 

We describe the way that a firm is embedded in a network as offering the firm opportunities in terms of 

knowledge acquisition. Firms that have more opportunities to acquire knowledge than others are in 

favorable structural positions. But, what do we mean by "having a favored position"? There is no single 

correct and final answers to this difficult question. But, network analysis has made important contributions 

in providing precise definitions and concrete measures. Among the latter, we use the definition of network 

centrality (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). Firms who have more “ties” to other firms may have advantaged 

positions: they may have access to, and be able to call on more of the resources (knowledge) of the 

network as a whole. In our context, “ties” represent workers movements to other firms.
3
 So, a very simple, 

but often very effective measure of  firms centrality is their degree (that is, the number of ties that a firm 

has). 

Degree centrality measures has been criticized because they only take into account the immediate ties that 

a firm has, or the ties of the firm's neighbors, rather than indirect ties to all others. One firm might be tied 

to a large number of others, but those others might be rather disconnected from the network as a whole. 

In a case like this, the firm could be quite central, but only in a local neighborhood (Hanneman and Riddle, 

2005). A possible solution can be found emphasizing the distance of a firm to all others in the network by 

focusing on the distance from each firm to all others.  In particular, we use closeness centrality, one of the 

most widely used centrality measures (Freeman, 1978; Opsahl et al., 2010;  Wasserman and Faust, 1994).
4
 

The closeness centrality of firm j is defined as the reciprocal of the average of farness which in turn, is the 

sum of distances to all other firms. Formally, it is defined as: 

                                                                    �� =
�

∑ �(�,	)��
      (3) 

where d(j, k) is the shortest-path distance between firms j and k . Thus, this measure reflects how firms 

with smaller average shortest path lengths receive higher centrality scores than those that are situated 

farther away from members of their component. 

As the distance between firms in disconnected components of a network is infinite, this measure cannot be 

applied to networks with disconnected components (Opsahl et al., 2010; Wasserman and Faust, 1994). 

And, this is exactly our case: about 4.15% of firms are isolated. Therefore, we use the modified measure of 

closeness centrality proposed by Opsahl (2010). He suggests a possible work-around, which allows the 

measure to be applied to networks with disconnected components and at the same time maintain the 

original idea behind the measure. Since the intra-component closeness scores are not infinite for all the 

firms in the network and the limit of a number divided by infinity is zero, it is possible to rewrite equation 

                                                        
3
 Reallocations in the same firm are excluded. 

4
 The choice of the type of centrality measure involves some degree of arbitrariness, we select the one that in our 

opinion is better able to describe knowledge transfers through labor worker mobility. 
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(3) as the sum of inversed distances to all other firms instead of the inversed of the sum of distances to all 

other firms. The equation would then be:  

                                                       	�������� = ∑
�

�(�,	)��	          (4) 

Finally, we compute the normalized scores of equation (4) that are bound between 0 and 1. It is 0 if a firm is 

an isolate, and 1 if a firm is directly connected all others. 

 

4. Methodology 

Two types of intra firm wage dispersion indicators can be found in the literature: unconditional indicators, 

where wage dispersion is measured between heterogeneous workers, and conditional indicators, where 

wage dispersion is measured between workers with similar observable characteristics. We use the latter 

type of indicator: in other words, we examine the impact of labor mobility network on wage dispersion, 

using a conditional indicator for wage dispersion. 

To compute our conditional wage inequality indicator, we follow the Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller (1999) 

methodology which rests upon a two-step estimation procedure. In the first step, we estimate by OLS the 

following wage equation for each firm and each year separately: 

ln wij = α0 + xij α1 + εij        (1) 

where wij is the gross  wage of worker i in firm j, xij is the vector of individual characteristics including age, 

age squared, sex, tenure, immigration dummy and occupation dummy (blue collar), and εij is the error 

term. 

The standard deviations of the residuals of these regressions run firm by firm and year, σjt, are then used as 

a conditional measure of wage dispersion in the second step, which consists in estimating the following 

firm-level  equation: 

σjt = β0 + β1 networkjt + xjt β3 + zjt β4 + νj + εjt       (2) 

where network is a modified measure of closeness centrality  (see Section 3 for details); σjt  is the 

conditional wage dispersion indicator, in level; xjt contains aggregated characteristics of workers in firm j at 

time t (the share of the workforce that is younger than 25 and older than 50 years, respectively; the share 

of women; the share of blue-collar workers; the share of immigrants) ;zjt includes firm characteristics, i.e. 

the sectoral affiliation, firm size dummies, area dummies; νj is firm fixed effect and εjt is the error term. 

Finally, one problem to control for is the potential simultaneity between the modified measure of closeness 

centrality and wage dispersion. We address this issue by estimating equation (2) using the  average 

measure of closeness centrality over the past 5 year, instead then the current measure. 

2. Data and descriptive statistics 

Our analysis is based upon mapping individual reallocations in a region of Italy, Veneto. We use the Veneto 

Worker Histories (VWH), a longitudinal linked employer-employee dataset developed at the Department of 

Economics of the University of Venice Ca’ Foscari on the basis of administrative records of the Italian Social 

Security Institute. This  longitudinal dataset covers the universe of worker histories in Veneto in the private 
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sector for more than twenty years, up to 2001. The main advantage of this dataset is that permit to recover 

virtually all individual transitions between firms; moreover, the administrative nature of the data ensures 

that the obtained network is indeed a reliable representation of the true fabric of labour mobility (Gianelle, 

2011). 

In particular, VWH includes register-based information that allow to build a history of the working life of 

each employee who has been hired for at least one day by an establishment based in Veneto, during the 

period of observation, regardless of the worker’s place of residence. On the employee side the VWH 

includes total earnings during the calendar year for each  job, the number of days worked during the year, 

the worker’s gender, age, region (or country) of birth, occupation and seniority with the firm. On the 

employer side the VWH includes the sector, the dates of “birth” and closure of the firm (if applicable) and 

the firm’s location.  

We use 1995-2001 data. Changes in the legal ownership may represent an issue.  In principle, the firm 

identifier changes each time the legal ownership of the firm changes, even if there is no stop in the 

underlying operations, nor appreciable change in the nature of the activity. Many of such situation has 

been recognized: if more than 50% of the employees are taken over by a new employer, the business is said 

to be continuous and the old employer is assigned the identifier of the new employer. The remaining of 

such situations could represent a problem for our analysis (leading to overestimation of job mobility) and 

have been ruled out restricting our data set to firms that operates throughout the entire period of study.
 5

 

A second restriction applies to firm size. It would not be very meaningful to observe reallocations and to 

calculate wage dispersion for firms with very few employees. Hence, for each year, we restrict our data set 

to firms with at least 50 employee observations6. Our sample includes individuals aged between 15 and 65 

years employed in 1397 medium and large sized firms in industries and services sectors. 

We compute the modified measure of closeness centrality (as discussed in Section 2) over five-years 

periods. In our view, “five years” represent a reasonable period for observing reallocation.7 Figure 1 shows 

the strongest ties of the network (that are, the ties involving 15 or more workers’ movements). The 

network shape changes a lot over time indicating that there is enough variability for performing our 

analysis. Descriptive statistics about the modified measure of closeness centrality are shown in Table 1. 

Firm closeness centrality is on average about 0.3. The maximum is below one (it does not achieve 0.55) 

indicating that no firms are connected to all others. In particular, about 4.15% of the firms are isolated 

(register a value equal to zero). Closeness centrality slightly increases over time showing on average an 

increase in the degree of connection between firms. 

Intra-firm wage dispersion is studied over the period 1995-2001 and related to the past 5-years labor 

mobility. It is computed using a sample of just under 2,000,000 individuals. No restrictions are imposed on 

the duration of job spells, nor on the type of occupation. To ensure that a few extreme observations do not 

skew the results, we delete some outliers: employees  with very high or low / zero wages. We use daily 

gross wages as our wage variable and we compute full-time equivalent real wages.  The mean daily wage  is 

62 Euros (Table 2).  Concerning intra firm wage dispersion, Table 2 presents the average conditional intra 

                                                        
5
 The length of the period of study is an issue. We select a period as long as possible taking into account that longer 

periods lead to smaller balanced firm panels. A period of eleven years seems to be a good compromise. We performed 

sensibility analysis using shorter periods and our results are robust. Related tables are available upon request from the 

author.  
6
 There are some degrees of arbitrariness in this choice. Sensibility analysis has being performed, see Section 5.  

7
 Three years periods have been also tested, results (are available upon request ) are robust. 
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firm wage dispersion (σjt in Eq. 2). By construction, it varies not only between firms but also over time 

within a given firm. For all firm/year observations the average conditional dispersion is equal to 0.20. 

Other selected descriptive statistics are also given in Table 2. Over the period 1995-2001, on average 34% 

of our workers are female, 18% are between the ages of 15 and 25, 71% are between the ages of 26 and 

49, and 11% are age 50 or older. About 4% of the employees are immigrants.  

 

5. Estimates 

In this Section, we present multivariate analysis estimates by regressing  closeness centrality  on dispersion 

of the wage levels. First, we use simple OLS to examine differences between firms. In a second step, taking 

into account unobserved heterogeneity across firms, we estimate fixed effects panel regressions. Further 

on, we split our sample between industries and services and examine whether labor mobility network in 

either or both of these groups are related to intra firm wage dispersion. Finally, we perform some 

robustness checks. 

The OLS regression (Table 3, columns 2 and 3) shows a positive relation between closeness centrality and 

wage dispersion across firms. In other words, firms with better positions in the networks have larger wage 

dispersion. However, there could be differences across firms that are not captured by the control variables 

and that the position in the network and wage dispersion simultaneously. If there are, biased and 

inconsistent parameter estimates could result. The firm fixed effects estimation (Table 3, columns 4 and 5) 

confirms the existence of a positive relation between closeness centrality and wage dispersion  across 

firms. 

Many of the other control variables take statistically significant coefficients of the expected sign (Table 3, 

Columns 4 and 5). The percentage of females workers is associated with increasing intra-firm wage 

dispersion. The share of older workers and white collars are also positive covariates of wage dispersion. 

High percentages of young workers and part-time employees are associated with reduced wage dispersion. 

Instead, the share of immigrant does not play a role.  

In Table 4, we split our sample between industries and services. The results for firms in industries are quite 

similar to our overall results suggesting a positive relation between closeness centrality and wage 

dispersion (compare the estimates to those in Table 3). But, the results for firms in the services sector 

suggests no statistical significant relation between closeness centrality and wage dispersion. An explanation 

of these findings can be found in the differences between services and manufacturing in terms of 

knowledge transfer: services are characterized by less formal R&D, a central role for information and 

communication technologies, and difficulties of intellectual property protection. These peculiarities of 

services can diminish the importance of workers movements as channel of knowledge transfer implying a 

no statistical significant relationship between firm centrality and wage dispersion. 
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 These results are robust to different subsamples of the data. Similar positive and significant relationship 

between closeness centrality and wage dispersion have been found when we extended our sample to all 

firms with 20 workers or more and when we restrict our sample to all firms with 70 workers or more.
8
 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we consider a geographical limited labour market and we represent the firms operating in 

such context as a labor mobility network (formally defined as a binary directed graph where vertices 

indicate firms and links represents transfers of workers between firms). We focus on the importance of job-

to-job movements of workers as a knowledge transfer channel based on the fact that human beings are 

“carriers” of tacit knowledge, which are accumulated in the job place and inseparable from its holder. Since 

job-to job movements lead to inter-firm knowledge transfer, the firm’s position in the network can be 

strictly connected with opportunities of knowledge transfers and, therefore, to the quality of the job 

matches. The latter may lead at the end to intra-firm wage dispersion.   

We empirically test the existence of an association between the firm’s position and the level of intra-firm 

wage dispersion. Our main results are the following. First, we find that firms with better positions  in the 

networks (more central and close to other firms) have larger wage dispersion. Second, we observe that this 

association is statistical significant for firm operating in industries only. Third, our results are robust to 

different subsamples of the data. 

Therefore, the findings support the initial hypothesis that the more the firm’s position is central, the larger 

number of good quality matches are achieved (the higher is the number of high paid workers), the better is 

the quality of these matches (the higher are the wages of the high-paid workers), and the higher is the intra 

firm wage dispersion. Since knowledge transfer differs between industries and services (services are 

characterized by less formal R&D, a central role for information and communication technologies, and 

difficulties of intellectual property protection), the above mechanism is relevant in industries, not in 

services. 

  

                                                        
8
 Results are available on request 
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Figure 1. Draw of the network (the stronger ties only) 

  Period 1990-1994      Period 1991-1995 

  
Period 1992-1996      Period 1993-1997 

  
Period 1994-1998      Period 1995-1999 

  
Period 1996-2000 

  
Note: we draw only ties involving 15 or more workers’ movements  
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Table 1. Modified measure of closeness centrality  

Average No. of reallocations by firm (over the period 1990-2000) 18.41 

Network Mean  Std. Dev. Min Max 

Period 1990-1994 0.263 0.081 0 0.414 

Period 1991-1995 0.280 0.072 0 0.432 

Period 1992-1996 0.290 0.070 0 0.442 

Period 1993-1997 0.301 0.070 0 0.461 

Period 1994-1998 0.316 0.065 0 0.478 

Period 1995-1999 0.327 0.061 0 0.504 

Period 1996-2000 0.329 0.065 0 0.510 

Percentage of isolated firms: 4.15% 

 

Table 2. Sample descriptive statistics: period 1995-2001 

Descriptive statistics (%) All 

Females 34.47 

Age is 15-25  17.69 

Age is 26-49 71.21 

Age is 50+ 11.10 

Apprentice 2.65 

Blue collars  64.00 

White collars 33.35 

Part time 8.40 

Average tenure (years) 6.11 

Immigrants 4.08 

Firm size: 50-99 21.49 

Firm size: 100-199 23.53 

Firm size:<199 54.98 

Industry 71.87 

BL 5.72 

PD 14.76 

RO 2.01 

TV 18.96 

VE 15.89 

VI 22.97 

VR 19.69 

Average daily wage (log) 4.05 

Average conditional intra firm wage dispersion (condineq) 0.20 

No. Obs 1995022 

No. Firms 1397 
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Table 3. Estimation results 

Dependent variable: conditional intra firm wage dispersion     

Covariates   OLS      
Fixed 
Effects   

  Coef   S.E. Coef   S.E. 

Network (average over the previuos 5 years) 0.106 ** 0.014 0.018 ** 0.007 

Females (%) 0.024 ** 0.005 0.027 ** 0.009 

Workers under 25 (%) -0.023 
 

0.013 -0.015 * 0.007 

Workers over 50 (%) 0.008 
 

0.018 0.033 ** 0.011 

Aprentice (%) -0.026 
 

0.020 0.023 * 0.011 

White Collars (%) 0.078 ** 0.006 0.056 ** 0.007 

Part time (%) 0.014 
 

0.012 -0.041 ** 0.008 

Immigrant (%) 0.050 ** 0.013 0.016 
 

0.011 

Firm size: 100-199 0.021 ** 0.003 --- 
 

--- 

Firm size: >=200 0.012 ** 0.002 --- 
 

--- 

Industry 0.009 ** 0.003 --- 
 

--- 

Area mummie yes 
 

yes --- 
 

--- 

Year mummie yes 
 

yes yes 
 

yes 

Constant 0.110 ** 0.007 0.158 ** 0.004 

sigma_u           0.040 

sigma_e   
 

  
  

0.027 

Rho           0.693 

R-sq: within   
 

      0.118 

R-sq: between   
 

    
 

0.129 

R-sq: overall   
 

0.211     0.126 

No. Obs     9779     9779 

No. Firms     1397     1397 
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Table 4. Estimation results by sector: fixed effects model 

Dependent variable: conditional intra firm wage dispersion     

Covariates   Services 
  

Industries 

  Coef   S.E. Coef   S.E. 

Network (average over the previuos 5 years) 0.006   0.015 0.021 ** 0.007 

Females (%) 0.054 * 0.023 0.013 
 

0.010 

Workers under 25 (%) 0.006 
 

0.020 -0.016 * 0.007 

Workers over 50 (%) 0.015 
 

0.030 0.035 ** 0.011 

Aprentice (%) 0.013 
 

0.032 0.031 ** 0.011 

White Collars (%) 0.044 ** 0.012 0.064 ** 0.008 

Part time (%) -0.048 ** 0.012 -0.057 ** 0.014 

Immigrant (%) 0.014 
 

0.027 0.017 
 

0.011 

Year mummie yes 
 

yes yes 
 

yes 

Constant 0.145 ** 0.012 0.160 ** 0.005 

sigma_u     0.047     0.04 

sigma_e   
 

0.032   
 

0.027 

rho     0.683     0.693 

R-sq: within   
 

0.078 
  

0.139 

R-sq: between   
 

0.116 
  

0.237 

R-sq: overall   
 

0.104 
  

0.196 

No. Obs     1890     7889 

No. Firms     270     1127 

 

 


